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Mobile Changes & Announcements

2011

Eliminate
duplicate content

2012

Penalize bad links 
and keyword stuffing

2013

Emphasis on 
page content

?
2018

Text to Voice

https://www.slideshare.net/SearchMarketingExpo/optimizing-content-for-voice-search-and-virtual-assistants-by-benu-aggarwal


Voice Search: Current Landscape 

Voice Search

Voice Searches are typically mobile & 
locally focused

Long Tail 
Keywords
Voice search queries 
are longer than text and 
are conversational

18%
Approx 18% of local 
mobile searches lead to 
a sale within 24hrs

22%
People are using voice 
search for local content 
and information

https://searchengineland.com/key-notes-optimizing-voice-search-conversation-content-context-278429
https://searchengineland.com/6-local-seo-stats-every-online-marketer-needs-know-226562
https://searchengineland.com/optimize-voice-search-273849


Voice Search: Current Landscape 

Popular voice search queries have little 
connection to retail

Be Accurate
Queries are longer but 
answers are shorter. 

Capture the $
What moments could 
lead to sales?

Fill the Gap
Be ready to answer 
queries with different 
nuances, accurately.

How, Why & Where
do people use voice search?

Source: Google

https://googleblog.blogspot.ca/2014/10/omg-mobile-voice-survey-reveals-teens.html


Voice Search: Micro Moments 

4 moments 
marketers 
should know

● Know

● Go

● Do

● Buy

Source: Google



Voice Search: Current Landscape 

Functions most commonly utilized and 
time slots during the day.

Behaviour
Where are users 
searching from? When 
will user search in the 
buyer journey?

Context
Identify contexts in 
which content could 
rank

Intent
Is user intent 
informational, 
transactional or 
entertainment based?

Source: NPR

Smart Home Assistant Usage

https://searchengineland.com/survey-smart-speaker-ownership-steals-time-smartphones-tv-radio-289916


Next Steps

Find Value Identify high value question 
phrases

Optimize Optimize for these 
questions

Create
Produce product reviews 

and influencer content that 
resonate best with target 

market

Voice Search: Search Intent 

Type of Question asked reveals degree of intent

Interested

Ready to Act

What/Who

How

When

Where

*Long tail keyword/phrases show intent more clearly



1 Focus on Answers
- Answer the five Ws & H that customers may have.
I.e. “How can I return a shirt?” “What are glitter boots?”
- Create a FAQ page that answers burning questions.

2 “Own” Featured Snippets, Knowledge Graphs & Images
- Analyze and optimize for current keyword ranking for featured 
snippets (63% CTR), knowledge graphs & images.
- Conduct a competitive analysis against competitors.

3 Use Schema Markup
- Provide search engines context with schema markup.

4 Understand search intent
- Analyze queries and understand user intent.
- Optimize for every stage in buyer’s journey.

5 Master Language-Market Fit
- Do qualitative research into the language a customer would 
use to describe your product or service.
- Create content that resonates with those words and phrases. 

Voice Search Optimization
Gearing up for Voice Search means meeting user expectations in every 
moment; I-want-to-know, I-want-to-go, I-want-to-do or I-want-to-buy 
moment. Marketers should accurately answer customer queries that 
have specific intent.

Keywords Mobile Search 
Volume

   Where to buy essential oils 12,100

   How to use a french press 12,100

   How to use essential oils 6,600

   Where to buy fitbit 4,400

   What to wear running 3,600

   How to size a ring 2,900

   How to buy a mattress 2,900

   What are cross training shoes 1,000

Informational Intent
OR

Transactional Intent



Featured Snippet Optimization

Meet the customer at different stages of 
the marketing funnel

● Funnel Goals by Page Type
○ Social/Campaign Pages- Lead 

Generation
○ Content/Guides - Lead Nurture
○ Category Pages - Lead Nurture
○ Product Pages - Evaluation

● Reinforce elements useful to customers in each 
stage of the funnel

○ Awareness - Videos 
○ Consideration - Reviews

Lead Generation: Awareness
Lead Nurture: Interest, Consideration, Intent

Awareness 

Consideration

Conversion

Loyalty         Advocacy



Voice Search: Finding Opportunity with Current Pages

Each page type (product page, content 
page etc) should have a specific 
business role in the marketing funnel.

Analyze
High performing page 
match to search intent.

Add
Useful elements such as 
video, images or lists to 
satisfy user intent

Reinforce
Existing resources, 
content hub pages etc



Featured Snippet Optimization
[Examples: “how to tie a tie” & “best walking shoes”]

● Common Elements in Featured Snippets:
○ Paragraph
○ Bulleted list
○ Embedded image

● Optimize:
○ Video & image content 
○ Mobile-friendly pages
○ Social engagement
○ HTML elements (lists vs. paragraph)
○ Paragraph lengths & overall content
○ List lengths
○ Structured Data

★ Next Step:
○ Analyze the elements of the pages that 

are ranking in Pos 0 now



“Hey Alexa, turn off the lights”


